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  Abstract  This paper describes a  new  way  ofplaying  music  by using  motion  tracking  with Wii  MotionPlusTM  and  sensor

accelerator,  by a  person. The  results  ofmotion  detection produce  sound  and  make  himfher be able  to play a  song  by fo11owing

the various  movements  like in a  musical  score.  The  gestures to be reproduced  are  projeeted in front ofhimfher,  by using  a

vidco  projector. The  detection ofWii  Remote  accelerations  and  Euler angles  will  produce  sound  effects  1ike volume  variation.
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1. Introduction

  Wii  remote  development  started  in 2001. The  same  year,

Nintendo  Licensed  from  Gyratien Inc, a  company  that

produces  wireless  motion-sensing  computer  mice,  a

number  ef  motion-sensing  patents. Recent  advances  in

motion  detection and  computation  have  created  many

opportunities  of  using  cemputer  vision  and  motion

detection  techniques  to video  game  for entertainment[1],

computer  aidcd  coaching  fer educatien.  This mode  of

utility  is an  adaptatjon  from  its intended use  as  a  game

controlier,  and  requires  evaluation  of  its functions in

music  applications  in erder  to understand  its possibilities
and  limits. The  goal  of  our  project  is to make  a full body

tracking  system  for low  eest  but effective,  The  player will

be able  to play a song  with  simple  motions  of  dance  as  in a

musical  score.  Tbe  system  uses  a  lew  cost  assembly

formed  by  four Wii  Remotes.  Now,  most  dancing  games
use  at  mest,  two  Wii  Remotes  and  then  only  to coordinate

the  movements  of  hands. Our  challenge  is to use  four Wii

Remotes  at  the  same  time/  two  for  hands, and  two  for feet.

The  main  risk  here is that certain  movements  cannot  be

detected in rea}  time,  for reasons  of  noise  pollution, or

because of  poor execution  rnovements.  Summary  of  our

rcscarch  and  founding  is then  presented to support  the  use

of  Wii Rernote for full body tracking  as  a  cheaper  and

reliable  solution.  It concludcs  with  a  brief look of  our

future research  oppertunities.

2. Related  Work

  Since the  release  of  the  Wii censole,  people  have  been

exploring  different ways  in  which  te use  the  Wii  Rernote,

and  especially,  how  to make  tracking  with  Wii Remote.

Jehnny  Lee  has pested  video  demos  and  sample  codes  in

his website  related  to the use  ofthe  Wii  Remote  for finger

tracking,  and  head  tracking  for desktop VR  displays [2].

  About  the  motion  capture  system  using  acce]eration

sensor,  Tarnura et  al. made  a  motion  capturc  systcm  using

biological motion  data by  Wii  Remote[31,  and  proposed  an

approach  of  recognizing  walk  sty]e  with  huinan emotion

using  single  aceeleration  system[4],  in four categories,

anger,  joy, sad  an  neutral.  An  AR  system  using  a  pair of

accelerometers  is conducted  by  Takada  et al.[5],  can

recognize  five types  of  body  motion,  sitting,  standing,

walking,  running  and  biking.

  One  ef  the  most  popular in music  games  is 
"Just

Dance"[6], developed  by  Ubisoft in 20e9. The  principle of

this game  is to hold the  handlc in player's right  hand  and

repiicate  the  model  improbable  gestures on  the screen.

However,  the recognition  rate  ofa  motion  in "Just

 Dance"

is irnprecise, because  only  the  movement  ofright  hand  has

been  taken  into account.  In our  system,  we  will  resolve  all

these  problems.  We  use  four Wii Remotes  simultaneously,

each  Wii Remote  is equipped  by  a Wii MotionPlusTM  ; lt

allows  a  player to make  movement  with  hands  and

feet, in better reeognition  rate.

3. System  Configuration

  It is convenient  to define the  whole  system  as  a  new

musical  systern  interface using  Wii Remotes, To

implement  our  system(Fig.1),  we  need  (D four Wii

Remotes,  four Wii MotionPlusTM,  Qa  projector, a  screen,

@'a eomputer,  @'$peakers that wi]1  show  players the

various  movements  to execute,  The  Wii  Remotes  are
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             Fig,1 System  Collfiguration
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placed in the  hands  and  feet of  players, to allow  them  to

use  their  wrists  and  ankles  te better execute  the

movements.  we  use  Wii MotionPlusTM  that captures

more  accurate  and  complex  metien.  The  acceleratien  data

and  Euler angle  data are  transmitted  via  Bluetooth. The

user  must  follow every  step  of  dance, with  gestures of

hands, and  feet.

4. Experience

  This chapter  describes the  system  components  in detail,

4.1. Data  exploitation

  An  aecelerometer  based  gesture recognition  is knewn

approach  and  was  discussed by  Hofrnann  et  al.[7],  The

gesture recognition  en  Wii Remote  controller  is also

known task and  it was  discussed by Schlbmer et  al.[8].

Our  approach  tries to improve  accuracy  of  gesturc

recognition  using  more  features fbr classification  and

different design of  recognition  using  analysis  of  data from

accelerometers,

  Data  retrieved  from  acceleremeter  sensor  in  a  Wii

Remote  controller  are  defined by  five compenentsi  ax,  ay,

az,  which  represents  device acceleratioll  in X, Y, Z axes

respectively,  and  Pitch,  Roll  fbr Euler  angles.  The  simple

dance motion  data are  captured  by  using  Wiiyourselfl[9],

native  C++  library for Windows,  as  shown  in Fig.2. The

angle  range  of  pitch is [-180,180], and  for roll  [-90, 90].

Because  the  range  of  the  value  of  acceleration  data is less

than  Euler angles,  so  in order  to show  all  the  five curves  in

one  figure, the  values  of  Euler angles  are  represented  by

the  values  of  (angles120) in Fig.2. The  computer  receives

the  data at  approximately  g9Hz  sampling  rate,  We  adopted

the  motion  in 30  seconds  in Fig.2.  The  ordinate  is the  data

of  acceleratien  (G), and  abscissa  is tirne in seconds,  In this

example,  beeause  ef  a  more  drastic motion  by  hand  than
                               /

foot, se  the  curves  are  mere  zigzag.

.a 
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          Fig.2  Five  eaptured  attributes

4.2. Determinatien  ofFeature  Data

  The  valueP=  Xi+Y2+Z2  is the length of  the

composite  vector  of  the  acccleration  data in three

directions in orthogonal  coordinate.  It is easier  to analyze

a  characteristic  of  motion  data by  the  curve  using  P than

three  curves  in difTerent directiens (Fig.3). The  calculated

result  is in ordinate,  and  time  in second  for abscissa.  This

feature data P  are  used  in Discrete  Fourier  Transform

(DFT) by  FFTW[10]  library. The  curyes  of  four parts

motion  data is shown  in Fig.3.
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          Fig.3 Feature data using  P

  And  then  about  the  DFT  calculation,  the  window  size  is

set  to 256  data while  using  FFTW  library, and  the  data can

be acquived  by the  order  of  frequency.  Then  principal
components  analysis  (PCA) is applied  to compress  the

data, contribution  rate  is set  to 95%  above.
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      Fig.4 Datafiow  of  motioll  recognition  systcm

  In Fig.4, we  also  ealculate  the  max  and  min  values  of

Wii Rcmote  signals.  Then  1O typcs  of  results  can  be  given
from  this process, which  are  considered  with  FFT  data  as

feature data. These data are  set  into Chain  Support Vector

Classifier(C-SVC)[!1]. The  C-SVC  is a  four class's
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classifier based on  right  hand, right  foot, left hand  and  left

foot. This implement  use  RBF  keTnels fbr the  experiment.

5. The  musical  System

  To control  music,  we  have  used  a  
"stop"

 and  
"go"

 player

program  With  DirectX.

          Detnils ot  the Music  Program  ( Daneing  $euradi)
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               Fig.5  Musical System

  The  program  is based  on  dividing the  seundtrack  into

several  sections  equivalents  (Fig.5). We  have  decided to

allocate  four seconds  at  each  section.  Whep  the  program

receives  the  signal  from  the  player through  the  Wii

Rernote,  the  first part  of  the  soundtrack  is played. The

music  stops  every  four secends  and  restaTts  at  the next

section  when  the  program  receives  a ncw  signal  from  the

player, and  so  on  until  tbe  end  of  the  soundtraek

6. Experiment  and  Results

  To  assess  the  performance of  the  proposed  motion

recognition  and  music  contreller  system--Dancing  Sound,

an  evaluation  of  the  designated music-based  dancing

assistant  system[12][13]  has been  carried  out  The  system

is written  in a  C++  language  by  using  wiiyouself!  [9]
Library and  DirectX  objects  fbr sound  control.  To  capturc

some  specific  motion  such  as  meen  walk,  video  of  the

"Thriller

 (Michael Jackson)" is selected  for the

experiment.

6.1. Pre-process

  Befbre  motion  recognition  and  sound  controller  is

started,  motion  databases are  necessary  as  training  set  in

SVM  classifier.  About  the  selected  song  of  Thriller, the

time  length is 4 minutes  and  10 seconds,  all  streams  of

sensory  data  include  five features: Euler  angles  Pitch and

Roll and  accelerations  for three  dimensions.  Four  CSV

flles are  outputted  based on  the  body parts (left or  right,

hand  er  foot). In the experiment.  database sizes  are

approximately  220KB,  the size  ofhands  motion  database

are  apparently  bigger than foot because  of  the choreograph.

Also  the  video  of  a  master  dance  motion  is taken  by  a

professional dancer (or good  at  dancing). The  database

fbrmat  is designed  as  shown  in Fig.6.
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             Fig.6 Motion  Database

In this  table, 
"Timelength"

 is calculatecl  in ms,  and  using

four seconds  as  a  designated time  section.  
"Update"

 label

is the  value  of  (ipdateAge, which  is a  variation  of

acceleration  data  structure  in wiiyouself!  libraTy, if the

value  ef  
"Update"

 is high, the  motion  is out-ofdate  and

probably  shouldn't  be used,  so  the  
"Update"

 value  is used

for sampling  point selectien,  
"Class"

 is the  value  to

discriminate each  body  part which  is used  in LIBSVM[1I]

library.; "1"

 for left hand, "2"
 for right  hand, 

"3"
 for left

fbot, and  
"4"

 for right  fbot. Fig.7 shows  the  final curves  of

acceleration  data.
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      Fig.7 Curye  performance ef  motion  database;

        top:  acceleration  data,  bottorn: Euler angle

6.2.Recognitien and  Training

  In our  experiment,  the  hands  and  feet of  two

participators (Player-A and  Player-B) are  equipped  with

four Wii Remetes  with  Wii  MotionPlusTM,  As

comparison,  Player-B has three  years  abeve  experiences  in

dancing, while  Player-A  had  never  danced  before, The

participators were  dancing  while  watehing  the  video  made

in the pre-process  step.  in our  system,  the volume  ef  song

is controlled  by DirectX  to help player  to realize  the result

of  motion  in eacb  time  steps(250f4I63  time  sections).

And  the  recegnition  rate  is calculated  by  SIN'100Y3,

where  S is the  amount  of  right  motions,  and  N  is the  total
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In Fig,8, the  recognition  rates  of  hand  motions  are  lower

than foot motions,  because of  the more  complex  rnetions

designed in hand parts. After all,  the  dance of  Thxiller is

very  difficult to study.  For training,  the  info of  sound

control  can  help player to rnake  a  better perfbrmance,  in

our  experiment,  both  player had  tried the system  five

times. Fig.9  shows  the  resuEt  afier  training,  The

recognition  rates  in both ptayers are  improved  after

training,  and  there  is a mere  apparent  improvement  in foot

motions,  because  the  foot motiolls  are  so  simple  that easier

to study  than  hand  motions.
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  Fig.9  Recognition  rate  after  training
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6.3.Limitations  and  futures  Works

  Although  our  objective  is to have  a  good  system  of

gesture recognition,  we  haven't reached  that point yet.

However,  we  have  a  very  good  werking  program  which

records  and  saves  key Wii Remote  data, accelerometer

data, infrared position  values,  pitch, roll,  ancl  time.  Thus,

the player  should  always  stay  witbin  that  specific  region

for the  infrared position recording  accurately  and  correctly.

Furthermorc,  a  better non-flickering  strong  infrared light

source  can  also  help out  a lot in our  experimental  set-up.

7. Conclusion

  We've  examined  the potentiaE  rnusical  applications  of

the  Wii Remote,  and  cvaluated  its usabi]ity  in what  we

believe to be  some  of  the  core  contexts  of  its use.  This

evaluation  has shed  light on  some  of  thc  preblems  that

rnight  occur  when  employing  the  device, and  on  situations,

such  as  expressive  control,  where  the  centroller  may  yield

more  creative  potential, The  Wii Remote  is relatively

cheap  and  easily  connectable  to home  computers,  inaking

it widely  accessible  to musicians.  The  results  show  it can

add  interesting and  novcl  dimensiens  to musical  control,

provided that some  limitations are  aceounted  for. This

study  docsn't claim  to be exhaustive,  although  we  hope

that we've  covered  the  core  functions of  the  Wii  Remote.

Tn terms  of  applications  for the  accelerometer  data, more

evaluatien  could  be carried  out  in the area  ef  FFT  analysis

contexts.
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